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ABSTRACT: We develop an extended version of spell
checker and corrector to check non-word errors in social
media datasets, which will be used in message filtering
systems especially for cyberbullying detection. We use
the dictionary techniques to check words, twelve-word spell
error checking and correction approaches to correct the
non-word errors, and n-gram and Levenshtein distance to
select the most suitable word among corrected words. If
there is more than one corrected word we get from each
approach, we use n-gram techniques to choose the cor-
rected and reasonable word from the words in n-gram
database. When we used the Levenshtein distance in our
previous work, we found that it selected the first corrected
word and it was not a reasonable one in some sentences.
Therefore, we use the n-gram database in this paper.
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1. Introduction

With the rising technology and life-changing inventions,
people use electronic devices, such as phone, computer,
tablet not only keeping the record, such as writing the
diary, book, newspaper, publication but also using social
media, such as writing posts, comments and chatting.
Most of the word processors have a built-in spelling
checker that flags the spelling mistakes and also pro-
vides an autocorrect option or suggested words option.
There are two kinds of word errors in the real world text
processing applications and websites: real word errors
and non-word errors. Real word errors are words that can
be found in the dictionary and users misspell them. Non-
word errors are words that cannot be found in the dictio-
nary. The non-word spell errors happen when users pressed
the nearby key on the keyboard by accidentally, when
the users spelled the words as they speak, etc. There
have been many studies to check these kinds of word
errors in the real world text processing applications and
websites [1]. Since the 1980s, researchers have done
research for spell checking and correcting in word errors
[2, 3]. Kukich [4] discussed three aspects of research in
her paper: (1) non word error detection; (2) isolated-word
error correction; and (3) context-dependent word correc-
tion. N-gram and dictionary lookup techniques were used
for non-word error detection. She described that isolated-
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word (non-word) error has occurred when (1) single in-
stances of insertions, deletions, substitutions, or trans-
positions have happened (2) the error word length is within
one letter in length of the intended word (3) the first letter
of a word is misspelled (4) strong keyboard adjacency
effects have occurred and (5) strong letter frequency ef-
fects have occurred. She used (1) detection of an error;
(2) generation of candidate corrections; and (3) ranking of
candidate corrections to correct the non-word errors. She
used traditional NLP (Natural Language Processing) and
SLM (Statistical Language Modeling) for context-depen-
dent (real) word correction. When we learned social me-
dia datasets, we found not only those kinds of word errors
mentioned in [4] but also some error words had repeated
characters more than three or four times. Some research
considered error words and their corresponding real words
were either the same word length or the word length dif-
fers just by one, and removed one character to correct
the error word [4, 5, 6]. At that time, we could not con-
sider the error word and real word length different was
zero or one. Therefore, we developed our spell checker
and corrector based on ten approaches to solve these
kind of problems in our previous paper [7].

Our previous work [7] developed the spell checker and
corrector with dictionary look up techniques, ten spell
checking and correcting approaches with Levenshtein dis-
tance to check and correct the non-real words in social
media datasets. We developed that to classify the bullied
messages exactly. Sometimes, social media use bullied
or abusive words filter in their systems, for example, Twit-
ter uses the “mute word” to block unwanted words by the
users. At that time, some users use misspelled words
intentionally to bully others and avoid the filter. For ex-
ample they use “bi+(h” instead of the bullied or abusive
word “bitch”. We have found that there are so many word
errors in social media datasets. Users intentionally did
most of these word errors for fun and avoiding censorship
from the filter. Word errors occur in some reasons e.g.,
(1) Sometimes, people use characters to replace letters
like “@” for “a”, “0” for “o”, “(” for “c”, “3” for “e”, “$” for “s”,
“+” for “t” and “!” for “i” (example: “bi+(h” instead of “bitch”)
and (2) Sometimes, users use repeated characters at
the end of the word or middle the word like “helloooooooo”
instead of “hello” and “weeeekeeend” instead of “week-
end”. Most of the word spell checkers and correctors rely
on the dictionaries, which contain the corrected spelled
words. By using the dictionaries, word spell mistakes are
checked and corrected. Trying to find the word by looking
in the entire dictionary can blow up in the time of com-
plexity. There are some approaches, which have tried to
reduce the time complexity of spell correction. In our pro-
posed system, we do not look in the whole dictionary to
find if the word is correct or not. We only check the word
starting with the same letter as the one we are testing.
Sometimes, cyberbully detectors cannot detect well the
bullied words because of the intentional misspelling. We
have found these kinds of misspelled words in our testing
datasets. By adopting such approaches, we can investi-
gate more precisely the characteristics of datasets,

thereby allowing us to improve the detection with spell
correction.

Moreover, our existing system used the Levenshtein dis-
tance [8] to find how close a dictionary word to misspelled
word. We found some weaknesses in our existing sys-
tem [7]: it cannot correct the nearby keyword errors and
the corrected word chosen by the Levenshtein distance
is not always the reasonable one. We therefore updated
our system with the nearby key correcting approach and
N-gram techniques to choose reasonable words among
corrected words. In this paper, we present the spell
checker and corrector with two new approaches, namely,
Nearby Key Approach (NKA) and Character Changing
Approach (CCA) and N-gram approach, to check and cor-
rect non-word errors, which have already existed in social
media datasets. We intended to use this spell checker
and corrector in the preprocessing step of message filter-
ing systems for cyberbullying cases or abusive word de-
tection. Therefore, all of the experiments used the social
media datasets in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we discuss similar research work on spell er-
ror checking and correction. In Section 3, we describe
the social media datasets used to build the n-gram data-
base and to test our proposed system. In Section 4, we
present our extended proposed spell checker and correc-
tor. In Section 5, we present experimental results using
the seven social media datasets. Section 6 concludes
the paper and mentions some future work.

2. Related Work

There have been many spell checkers and correctors in
the real world applications. Some researchers are still
trying to improve the spell checkers and correctors in ev-
ery text processor by using modern techniques based on
their needs.

Pande [9] presented a novel, unsupervised, and distance
measure agnostic method for search space reduction in
spell correction using neural character embedding. The
embedding is learned by skip-gram Word2Vec training on
sequences generated from dictionary words in a phonetic
information retentive manner. He tried to reduce the time
complexity of spell correction by reducing the search space
of words over which the search for correct spelling is to
be done. He also used the dictionary of correctly spelled
words during the training process. It is distance measure
agnostic because once the search space is reduced then
any distance measure of spell correction is used. His
method is used as a filter before a spell correction algo-
rithm. His method outperforms one of the recent meth-
ods, in terms of both extent of search space reduction
and success rates. Our proposed system checks the same
first letter word in the dictionary. We also use the
Levenshtein distance [8] to find how close a dictionary
word is to the corrected misspelled word.
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A language-independent spell-checker based on an en-
hancement of the n-gram model was presented [10]. Their
spell checker proposed correction suggestions by select-
ing the most promising candidates from a ranked list of
correction candidates that was derived based on n-gram
statistics and lexical resources. Their proposed approach
in an application is for keyword and semantic-based
search support. They concentrated on the correction of
the non-word errors with revised n-gram based approaches
because the pure n-gram based approach to compute the
similarity coefficient did not consider the order of the n-
grams. This kind of problem can be solved by our pro-
posed approaches.

Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop [5] found that in most cases
the first letter in a misspelled word is usually correct and
the misspelled and real word would be either the same
length or the length differs just by one. However, in social
media datasets, there are so many repeated letters in
the middle of the word and at the end of the word. Hence,
the word length is too much larger than the real word.
This kind of problem can be solved by our proposed ap-
proaches: deletion (removing end character approach and
removing middle characters approach).

Smart Spell Checker System (SSCS) can adapt itself to
a particular user by using user’s feedback for adjusting
its behavior [6]. The result of the adjustment is manifested
in a different ordering of the suggestions to the user on
how a particular spelling mistake should be corrected.
SSCS uses the Adaptive Software Architecture (ASA)
which contains number of components called Knowledge
Sources, i.e., Left/Right Character Shifter, Character Dou-
bler, End Character Appender, Character Remover and
Subsequent Character Switcher. Each Knowledge Source
is responsible for generating suggestions for correcting a
specific type of error. Feedback is propagated to Knowl-
edge Sources after the user makes a selection of the
correction. In response to feedback, Knowledge Sources
adjust their algorithms. Similar to this system, our sys-
tem also uses these kinds of knowledge sources but our
system does not take back the users suggestions. We
use the Levenshtein distance [8] to find how close a dic-
tionary word is to corrected misspelled word and get the
corrected word among the suggested words. Programs
that do not check what you are typing as you type it are
becoming increasingly annoying and the surprising num-
ber of programs that would not check your spelling at all
are even worse. Despite this, editors and other tools used
by programmers are least likely to offer spelling check-
ing.

Chen et al. [11] found that pre-defined lexicons did not
work well because that cannot be cover the vast amount
of terms occurring across the web. Therefore, they used
the web search results to improve the existing query spell-
ing correction models solely based on query logs by le-
veraging the rich information on the web related to the
query and its top-ranked candidate. Their system per-
formed based on real world queries randomly sampled

from search engine’s daily logs. As they use the web
search results to improve the existing system, we also
developed our own n-gram database by using seven dif-
ferent social media datasets. By extracting n-gram words
from the existing corpus cannot cover word errors in the
social media data.

Hodge and Austin [12] developed simple, flexible, and ef-
ficient hybrid spell checking methodology based upon
phonetic matching, supervised learning, and associative
matching in the AURA neural system to correct the iso-
lated word error, particularly spell checking user queries
in a search engine. They integrate Hamming Distance (to
overcome substitution and transposition errors) and n-gram
algorithms (to match small character subsets of the query
term). Our existing system also considers the phonetic
approaches and our new proposed system used the n-
gram approach to choose the most suitable words among
the corrected words.

Bassil and Alwani [13] established context-sensitive spell-
ing correction method for detecting and correcting non-
word and real-word errors in generic computer text docu-
ments. They used Google Web 1T unigram data set to
detect non-word errors, Google Web 1T unigram data set
and a character-based 2-gram model to generate a list of
candidate spellings for every detected error in the text
and Google Web 1T 5-gram data set to perform context-
sensitive error correction and select the best appropriate
spelling candidates. Our proposed system used the ngram
database which is developed from the seven social media
datasets. Our system can only check and correct the
non-word errors currently.

Liu et al. [14] developed a broad-coverage normalization
system for the social media language without using the
human annotations. It integrates three key components:
enhanced letter transformation, visual priming, and string/
phonetic similarity. Their system was evaluated on both
word- and message level using four SMS and Twitter
datasets. They used phoneme-, syllable-, morpheme- and
word-boundary based features as similar as our system,
namely, Similar Sound Approach (SSoA), Similar Shape
Approach (SShA), and Nearby Key  Approach (NKA). They
did not consider the various sentiment related expres-
sions, such as emoticons, interjections and acronyms.
Our system considered them in the preprocessing stage.

3. Social Media Datasets

We used seven public social media datasets to build the
n-gram database and used in our experiments. Five
datasets have positive and negative sentences and the
other two datasets have positive, negative and neutral
sentences. All datasets are detailed below:

3.1. Movie Review Dataset (IMDB)
The IMDB dataset [15] is a benchmark dataset for senti-
ment classification. The task is to determine if the movie
reviews are positive or negative. Both the training and test
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sets consist of 25K reviews. We used the small dataset
that include 500 positive and 500 negative sentences.

3.2. Formspring.me Dataset
Renolds et al. [16] extracted the questions and answer
text from the Formspring.me data and they used the
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service to determine the la-
bels for their truth sets. From the users’ posts of
Formspring.me (.xml file) dataset, we extracted questions
and answers to text file [17]. In this paper, we used the
small dataset, which consists of 800 positive and 800
negative sentences.

3.3. Amazon Dataset
Kotzias et al. [18] selected sentences from the full Ama-
zon dataset [19] that has a clearly positive or negative
connotation, the goal was to select no neutral sentence.
500 positive and 500 negative sentences exist in this
dataset.

3.4. Yelp Dataset
Kotzias et al. [18] selected random sentences from the
full yelp dataset [20] that has a clearly positive or nega-
tive connotation, the goal was to select no neutral sen-
tences. For each website, there are 500 positive and 500
negative sentences.

3.5. Twitter Dataset I
Mukherjee and Bhattacharyya [21] created an artificial
dataset using hashtags. Twitter API was used to collect
another set of 15,214 tweets based on hashtags.
Hashtags #positive, #joy, #excited, #happy etc. were used
to collect tweets bearing positive sentiments, whereas
hashtags like #negative, #sad, #depressed, #gloomy,
#disappointed etc. were used to collect negative tweets.
Hashtag keywords were removed subsequently from the
tweets. We used positive and negative tweets in our ex-
periments of this paper.

3.6. Twitter Dataset II
The data are stored as a CSV and as a pickled pandas
dataframe (Python 2.7). There are three classes in the
file: hate speech, offensive_language and neither or non-
offensive [22]. We extracted the tweets and put them into
three different files: hate speech, offensive_language and
neither or non-offensive.

3.7. Facebook Dataset
Daniel et al. [23] created dataset with annotations on two
independent scales. Valence (or sentiment) represents
the polarity of the affective content in a post, rated on a
nine point scale from 1 (very negative) to 5 (neutral/objec-
tive) to 9 (very positive) and Arousal (or intensity) repre-
sents the intensity of the affective content, rated on a
nine point scale from 1 (neutral/objective post) to 9 (very
high). We used their dataset with 3 classes: Negative
(valence point scale from 1 to 4), Neural (valence point
scale 5) and Positive (valence point scale from 6 to 9) in
our experiments of this paper.

4. Spell Checker and Corrector

There are four steps in our word spell checker and correc-
tor: (i) preprocessing step, (ii) dictionary look up, (iii) word
spell checking and correction approaches, and (iv) spell
corrector as shown in Fig. 1.

4.1. Preprocessing Step
When we look at social media datasets, they include vari-
ous word patterns: chat abbreviation, syntax, short-term
words, emotional icons, etc. Before doing the word error
checking and correction, we transform these words to
ordinary words. A detail of the preprocessing step is de-
scribed in our previous paper [7].

4.2. Dictionary Look Up
After the preprocessing step, we use the dictionary file to
check if the word exists in the dictionary or not. The dic-
tionary we used in the proposed system is based on a file
composed of 194,438 words [24]. Detail of the dictionary
look up step is described in our previous paper [7]. After
looking at the dictionary file, the unknown words go through
the new lists to word spell check and correct approaches.

4.3. Word Spell Checking and Correction Approaches
Our proposed system consists of total twelve word spell
checking and correcting approaches: the first ten ap-
proaches were described in our previous paper [7] and
two new approaches are described in this paper. The word
transformation form of each approach is as shown in Table
1.

The twelve words spell checking and correction ap-
proaches are as follows:
1) Plural to Singular Approach (PSA)
2) Removing End Characters Approach (RECA)
3) Removing Middle Characters Approach (RMCA)
4) Reordering Approach (RA)
5) Similar Shape Approach (SShA)
6) Similar Sound Approach (SSoA)
7) Dividing Approach (DA)
8) Removing Extra Character Approach (RExCA)
9) Adding Character Approach (ACA)
10) Anagram Approach (AA)
11) Nearby Key Approach (NKA)
12) Changing Character Approach (CCA)

4.3.1. Nearby Key Approach (NKA)
Sometimes, user can push wrong key when he types
quickly without looking at the keyboard. Most of the time
the user can type right ones, but he can type keys nearby
sometimes and cause misspelled words. This approach
is intended to correct this kind of mistake. We employed
the same method as SShA and SSoA however each let-
ter has its own group based on an english qwerty key
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Figure 1. Flowchart of our Spell Checker and Corrector

board. For example, “q” group is {“q”, “w”, “a”}, “ r “
group is {“e”, “r”, “t”, ”d”, “f”} and “g” group is {“f”, “g”,
“h”, “r”, “t”, “y”, “v”, “b” }. In this paper, we consider only
the same row nearby key, that is, “q” group is {“q”, “w”},
“r” group is {“e”, “r”} and “g” group is {“f”, “g”, “h”}. We
decided to do so because most of the possible words
given by the round nearby keys are misspelled words and
computation time takes long.

4.3.2. Changing Character Approach (CCA)
To understand a word, it is not necessary to have all let-
ters as long as we have enough clues to guess it. One
way to proceed is to change only a letter consequently
as shown in Figure 2. For instance, we found out “bxtch”
for “bitch” but “x” was not the only character used. More-
over, it was sometimes a random choice that is why we
have to try any character.
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Table 1. Word Transformation for Each Approach. Ten approaches were described in detail in our previous paper [7] and two
new approaches, namely, Nearby Key Approach (NKA) and Changing Character Approach (CCA) are discussed in this paper

Figure 2. Changing Character Approach
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4.4. Spell Corrector
The proposed spell corrector is designed to correct words
that have two or more characters. Moreover, in the social
media datasets, there are hashtags, pseudonyms,
websites links and numbers and we escape these to check
and correct. If there are more than one corrected word in
one approach, the proposed system uses n-gram approach
and Levenshtein distance to choose suitable word. When
we used Levenshtein distance in our previous work, we
found that some of the word errors could not be corrected
to the suitable one. Therefore, we used bigram approach
in this paper.

4.4.1. Bigram Approach
We use the seven social media datasets to extract the
bigrams words. We used 23K bi-gram words in our pro-
posed system. We used bigram approach to choose the
suitable words as shown in Figure 3.

The steps of the bigram approach are as follow:
Step I: If more than one corrected word are found in the
dictionary files, check the word position in the sentence
or possibilities of word

Step II: If the word is at the first position, go to Step VII.

Step III: If it is not, combine it with the left word

Step IV: Check it’s combination is in the Bigram Files or
not.

Step V: If bigram word is found, go to Step VIII.

Step VI: If it is not, go to Step VII.

Step VII: Use Levenshtein distance to choose the cor-
rected one.

Figure 3. Flowchart of Choosing Suitable Word

Step VIII: Modified the word with chosen word.

5. Experimental Results and Discussions

The experiments of the proposed system and performance
results are discussed in this section. We use the seven
social media datasets in our experiments as mentioned
in Section 3. There are three parts in this section: experi-
ment I is checking and correcting the word errors from
the social media datasets, experiment II is choosing the
corrected words by using Levenshtein distance and the
bigram approach, and experiment III is using the corrected
datasets in four different text classifiers.

5.1. Experiment I: Checking and correcting word
errors (Levenshtein distance)
We used seven social media datasets with small data
files in this experiment. Table 2 shows the word correct-
ing rate for datasets with two classes (positive/no bullied
and negative/bullied) and Table 3 presents the word cor-
recting rate for datasets with three classes (positive, nega-
tive and neutral).

According to these experimental results, our new spell
checker and corrector gave better word correcting rate
than our previous spell checker and corrector [7] in every
dataset. The average correcting rate for all datasets was
92.7%. Among all the datasets, we got the best correct-
ing rate in Amazon dataset and the worst correcting rate
in Movie dataset.

This was because most of the uncorrected words in Movie
dataset were names of people or movies. Most of the
uncorrected words in Yelp dataset were names of food
too. Our spell checker and corrector checked unknown
or error word by using dictionary file. It recorded these
names of people or food or movies as the unknown words
and could not correct them.

We also found that some of the uncorrected words were
combinations of two words. The former word of combined
word was misspelled, e.g., “peoplbefore” instead of “people
before”. Our spell checker and corrector tried to correct
this kind of word error with Dividing Approach (DA) (de-
scribed in our previous paper [7]). However, DA checked
the former word “peopl” of the combined word “peoplbefore”
and “peopl” could not be found in dictionary. Therefore,
DA left it as the uncorrected word “peoplbefore”.

Some of the uncorrected words were similar sound er-
rors, e.g., “becuz” instead of “because”. In this word error
“becuz”, social media user used “uz” instead of “ause”.
Our spell checker and corrector with Similar Sound Ap-
proach (SSoA) ” (described in our previous paper [7]) was
able to correct some similar sound errors but it consid-
ered one or two letter words similar sounds, e.g., “k” in-
stead of “ke” and “d” instead of “th”. So this kind of error
words were left as uncorrected words too.
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Table 2. The Correcting Rate for Datasets with Two Classes. In these results, we got the best correcting rate in Amazon
Negative dataset and the worst correcting rate in Movie Negative dataset. The correcting rate increased at least 1.62% by

using new approaches compared to the old approaches

Table 3. Comparison of Correcting Rates for Social Media Datasets with Three Classes. In these experimental results, we got
the best correcting rate in Facebook Negative dataset and the worst correcting rate in Twitter II Neither dataset. The correcting

rate increased at least 2.31% by using new approaches compared to the old approaches

5.2. Experiment II: Choosing the corrected words by
using Levenshtein distance and Bigram
According to the experimental results, the corrected words

chosen by bigram approach were more reasonable than
by Levenshtein distance. Some of the examples of cor-
rected and chosen words are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Corrected Words Chosen by Levenshtein Distance and Bigram

Levenshtein distance chose the corrected word, which
has the least Levenshtein distance value differ from the
original word. Moreover, Levenshtein distance chose the
first word when the corrected words had the same
Levenshtein distance value. Therefore, the chosen word
was not always reasonable one.

Some example sentences for corrected words are as fol-
lows:

For the error word “dooo”-
Original Sentence – “YOU CAN DOOO IT!”
Chosen by Levenshtein distance – “YOU CAN DOO IT!”
Chosen by Bigram and Levenshtein distance – “YOU CAN
DO IT!”

In this example, our approaches corrected the error word

“dooo” to “doo” and “do”. Levenshtein distance value of
word “doo” differ from original word “dooo” is “1” and
Levenhstein distance value of word “do” differ from original
word “dooo” is “2”. At this time, Levenshtein distance chose
the less Levenshtein distance word “doo” as corrected
word and the sentence was not the meaningful one. When
we used bigram approach to choose the corrected word
from these two words, bigram approach chose the word
“do” as the corrected word and we got the meaningful
sentence.

For the error word “tirrred”-
Original Sentence – “so tirrred.. to behave? or not to
behave........”
Chosen by Levenshtein distance – “so tirred.. to behave?
or not to behave........”
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Table 5. Accuracy Rate for Text Classification of Corrected Datasets

[26], BiLSTM [27] and CNN-LSTM [28] text classifiers in
our experiment. We made 16 different tasks (4 different
data files with 4 different classifiers) for each dataset in
this experiment and results are shown in Table 5.

According to the results, most of the classifiers got the
best accuracy rate by using the corrected datasets ex-
cept Amazon dataset with BiLSTM classifier. The best
accuracy rate got by using the corrected files of five
datasets in each classifier is shown in Figure 4.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the spell checker and correc-
tor to correct the various kinds of misspelled words, which
are included in social media datasets, e.g., Twitter and
Formspring.me. We added the new approaches, namely,
nearby key approach (NKA) and changing character ap-
proach (CCA) and we used Bigram approach to choose
reasonable words among corrected words got from dictio-
nary files. As we mentioned in the introduction part, there
are two kinds of word errors: non-word and real word error.
Our system got 92.7% average correcting rate overall the
datasets and the best one was 97.01% for amazon dataset.
As we expected, our new approaches could correct more
words than old approaches and chose the reasonable word
by using bigram. We considered just only the non-words
errors in this paper and we did not count on the real word
errors. According to our experimental results, we got the
worst correcting rate on Movie dataset. We analyzed on

Chosen by Bigram and Levenshtein distance – “so tired..
to behave? or not to behave........”

This example is similar to the first one.

For the error word “werrkkkkk”

Original Sentence – “So tired. Nap and then up for a bit
for school werrkkkkk.”

Chosen by Levenshtein distance – “So tired. Nap and
then up for a bit for school wank.”

Chosen by Bigram and Levenshtein distance – “So tired.
Nap and then up for a bit for school work.”
In this example, our approaches corrected the error word
“werrkkkkk” to “wank”, “wark”, “womb”, and “work”.
Levenshtein distance values of all corrected words were
same. Therefore, Levenshtein distance chose the first word
“wank” as the corrected word and the sentence was not
the meaningful one. When we used bigram approach to
choose the corrected word from these four words, we got
the meaningful sentence.

5.3. Experiment III: Using the corrected files in Text
classifiers
We used five of the seven social media datasets in this
experiment. We used four text classifiers to test how much
higher accuracy rate could be got by using our corrected
dataset than the original one.

We used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [25], LSTM
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uncorrected words of all datasets, and found that our sys-
tem cannot classify well on movie name, food name, etc.
We will use POS tagging in our future work to update our
system. As future work, we will upgrade our system for

real word errors checking and correcting. We will also
use some new approaches to correct reverse words, com-
bined word errors and similar sound errors.

Figure 4. Best Accuracy Rate Got by Using the Corrected Files of Five Datasets in Each Classifier
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